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Abstract. This paper examines the extendibility of holo-

morphic functions on a real manifold which is embedded in a

complex manifold. The principal result is that all real £-dimen-

sional, real-analytic, compact manifolds embedded in an «-dimen-

sional complex Stein manifold, where k>n, are extendible over a

manifold of one higher real dimension. A discussion is also given of

the local equations of a manifold which is C-R in a neighborhood of

some point.

1. Introduction. Wells [3] proves that there is an open dense set

of embeddings of a real ^-dimensional Q°° compact manifold into an

«-dimensional complex manifold X, k>n, with the property that

each submanifold of X embedded by an element in this dense set is

extendible over a real (k + l)-dimensional Cm manifold, l^tw<co.

It is the purpose of this paper to show that all real fe-dimensional,

real-analytic, compact manifolds embedded in an w-dimensional

complex Stein manifold X, k>n, are extendible over a manifold of

one higher real dimension.

In §2 of this paper we give definitions of exceptional points, ex-

tendibility, and the Levi form. §3 contains a discussion of the local

equations of a manifold which is C-R in a neighborhood of some

point. A short discussion of peak points is given in §4, and we prove

our result for real-analytic submanifolds of complex manifolds in §5.

2. Definitions. Let Mh be a real fe-dimensional C°° manifold em-

bedded in an «-dimensional complex manifold X, where k, «^2.

If/ is the embedding, then the real Jacobian of/ has maximal rank.

Let us denote the complex Jacobian of/ by J(f) and set q = min(«, k).

A point p in Mk is said to be an exceptional point of order I, 0^1

¿ [k/2] — maxik — n, 0), if the complex rank of J(f) | „ is equal to

q-l.
A point p in Mk is generic if p is an exceptional point of order 0.

The manifold Mk is locally generic at p in Mk if every point in some

open neighborhood of p is generic, and is locally C-R at p if every

point in some open neighborhood of p is an exceptional point of the
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same order. If &gn, an exceptional point of order 0 is a totally real

point.

Suppose Mk is locally C-R at p, and p is not a totally real point for

Mk. Let Tx(Mk) be the real tangent space to Mk at x, and Hx(Mk) be the

space of holomorphic tangent vectors to Mk at x. Then we define the

Levi form, at any x near p,

Lx(Mk):Hx(Mk) -* (Tx(Mk) ® C)/(Hx(Mk) <g> C)

by Lx(Mk)(t)=irx{ [Y,  Y]x}, where  F is a local section of H(Mk)

such that Yx = t, [Y, Y]x is the Lie bracket evaluated at x, and

irx:Tx(Mk) ® C-*(Tx(Mk) ® C)/(Hx(Mk) 0 C)

is the projection.

Denote by 6X = Q the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions on

the second countable complex manifold X. Let if be a compact sub-

set of X and U an open subset of X containing K. We set Q(K) =

indlimp=x Q(U) where 6(U) is the Fréchet algebra of holomorphic

functions on U. We say that K is extendible to a connected set K'^K

if the map r\Q(K') —> Q(K) is onto.

3. Local equations. Let JT(Mk, X) be the r-jet bundle with fiber

Jr(k, n) (e.g. see [2]). We can identify J1(k, n) with the set of all

complex (nXk) matrices. Denote by Si{k, w)=S¡ the subset of

P(k, n) with rank equal to (q-l), OgZg [&/2]-max(£-«, 0). Then

if Mk is embedded in X by the map/, a point p in Mk is an exceptional

point of order I if and only if J(f) | „ is in S¡.

Suppose the point p in Mk is an exceptional point of order I. If

k s^n, then the local equations of Mh in a neighborhood of p are given

(after a proper coordinate change) by

Zl=Xi + ihi(Xi,  ■   ■   •  ,X2(n-l)-k,Wi,  ■   ■   ■  , Wjfc_„+i),

Z2(n~l)-k=X2(n-l)-k + ih2(n-l)-k(Xl,  •   •   •   , £2(n-i)-*! wh  '  '  ' )  W*_„+l),

Z2fn-i)-i+l = «1 + iVl = Wl,

(1)    ;

Zn-l — Uk-n+l + iVk-n+l = Wj,_„+i,

Zn-l+l= gl(Xi,  ■   ■   ■  ,Xnn-l)-k,Wi,  ■   ■   ■  ,Wk-„+l),

Zn = gl(Xi,  ■   ■   ■  , XHn-.i)-k, Wi,   ■   ■   ■  ,Wk-n+l),
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where Xi, ■ ■ ■ , x2(n-u-k, uu Vi, • ■ ■ , uk-n+i, vk-n+i are local co-

ordinates for Mk in a neighborhood of p vanishing at p, and Zi, • • • ,

zn are local coordinates for X in a neighborhood of p vanishing at p.

The real-valued functions hi, ■ ■ ■ , hnn-u-k as well as the complex-

valued functions gi, ■ ■ ■ , gi vanish to order 2 at p.

In [2] we state that Si is a regular submanifold of J1ik, n) of

complex codimension ik — n-\-l)l- However, we notice that (k — n-\-l)l

is just the number of complex lines in the local "equations times the

number of functions gi in the local equations.

The question we are interested in is the following. What form must

the equations take in order for the embedded manifold to be locally

C-R at the exceptional point p of order I? Since every point p' in

some open neighborhood of p would have the property that 7(/) | p>

must satisfy ik—n-\-l)l complex conditions, we find it is difficult (in

the sense of transversality theory) for a manifold to be locally C-R

except when / = 0. Using equations (1) we find that our complex

Jacobian at a point p' can be put in the form

[c a-
where A is the (2in — l)—k)X(2(n — F)—k) identity matrix, B and C

are both zero matrices, and D is the (2/4-k— n)X(2(k — n+l))

matrix

1        i        0       0   • • •      0 0

0

0

0

0

0       0

dgi     dgi

dui    dvi

1

0

0

dgi

du2

1

0

0

dgi

dv2

0

0

1

dgi

0

0

i

dgi

dUk-n+l      dVk-n+i

dgi     dgi     dgi     dgi

L-dui    dvi     du2     dv2

dgi dgi

dUk-n+l      dVk-„+¡ _\

Hence Mk is locally C-R at the exceptional point p of order I if and

only if (dgi/duj) — —i(dgi/dv¡) holds in some neighborhood of p for

/ = 1, • • • , k—n + l and i = 1, • • • , /. Thus for the manifold Mk to be

locally C-R the functions gi, • • • , g¡ in our local equations (1) must

be complex-analytic functions of Wi, ■ ■ ■ , wk-n+i.
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Again let p be an exceptional point of order / in Mk, but assume

k<n. The local equations of Mk in a neighborhood of p are given

(after a proper coordinate change) by

Zi = xi + ihi(xu - - ■ , Xk-2h wi, ■ ■ • , wi),

Zk-2i = Xk-n + ihk-2i(xi, ■ ■ • , Xk~n, wi, • • • , w¡),

Zk-21+l  =  Ui + Wi  =  Wi,

(2) '■

Zk-l = lt\ + ivi = Wi,

Zk-l+l =  gl(Xi, -  ■  ■ , Xk-u, Wi,  ■  ■  ■ , Wi),

Zn = gn-k+l(Xi,  •  •  • , Xk-ii, Wi, • • • , Wi),

where Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xk-n, Wi, V\, ■ ■ ■ , u¡, v¡ are the local coordinates for

Mk in a neighborhood of p vanishing at p, and Zi, ■ • ■ , zn are the

local coordinates for X in a neighborhood of p vanishing at p.

We have that S¡ is a regular submanifold of Jl(k, n) of complex

codimension (n — k+l)l. In order for the manifold to be locally C-R

at p, a discussion similar to the previous one tells us that the func-

tions gi, ■ ■ ■ , gn-k+i in our local equations (2) must be complex-

analytic functions of wh ■ • ■ , w¡.

4. Peak points and the Levi form. Let K be a compact subset of a

complex manifold X. We call a point xEK a holomorphic peak point

if there exists a function fEO(K) such that, for any yEK— {x}, we

have  |/(y)|_<|/(x)|.

In [3] it is shown that a compact C2 submanifold of a Stein mani-

fold X contains a nonempty open set of peak points. Also the Levi

form cannot vanish at a peak point without contradicting the maxi-

mum principle.

5. Real-analytic manifolds. In this section we shall prove the

asserted result for real-analytic manifolds.

Theorem 5.1. Let Mh be a real k-dimensional, real-analytic, com-

pact manifold embedded in an n-dimensional Stein manifold X, k>n.

Then Mk is extendible to a C* submanifold M of X with real dimension

M = k + i and lgw<°o.

Proof. Given any point p in Mk, arbitrarily close to p we can find

an open set of points at which Mk is locally C-R. This follows from
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the fact that if Mk is not locally C-R at p, then arbitrarily close to p

we can find a point which is an exceptional point of order less than the

order of p. We repeat this process until we find a point at which Mk

is locally C-R (for a "dense" set of embeddings this will mean locally

generic).

Let p be a peak point in the open set mentioned in §4. Then there

exists a point p' in Mk and an open neighborhood of this point on

which Mk is locally C-R and the Levi form does not vanish. If Mk is

locally generic at p', we have the conditions for local extendibility

given in [l] and [4] and the proof is complete. If Mk is locally C-R

at p' and not generic there we have the local equations (1) where

Z>0andgi, • • • , g¡ are complex-analytic functions of w\, ■ ■ • ,wk-n+l.

Since our manifold is real-analytic, we expand each function gi in a

power series

gi(x, W)  =   22 0f.a(*, w)a,
a

where x = (xi, ■ ■ - , x2(„_¡)_i), w-(wi, • • • , wk-n+i), and

a = («i, • • • , a„_i). Replacing z¡ by z, — 22« ^i.aZa, where

z — (zi, • • • ,zn-i),j = n — l+l, • ■ ■ , n, and j = n — l+i, we find in our

new coordinates that each a¡,„ = 0. Hence our local equations in our

new coordinate system are

Zi~Xi-\-ihi(xi, • • • , x2(B_i)-i, wi, ■ ■ ■ , w*_n+i),

Z2(n~l)-k — X2(n-l)-k-l-ihnn-l)-k(%l,  •   '   • , £2(n-!)-*> Wi,  -   -  - , Wk-n+i),

Z2(n-Z)-*+l = «1+Wl = Wl,

(3)    ;

Zn-l = Uk-n+1 + Wk-n+i = Wk-n+1,

Zn-l+1 = 0,

Z„ = 0.

Thus our point p' appears locally as a generic point of a real k-

dimensional submanifold of Cn~l. Since the Levi form's vanishing

or nonvanishing is independent of coordinate changes, we have a

generic point at which the Levi form does not vanish. This establishes

the extendibility as given in the statement of the theorem.

Remark. The theorem is false if k g n because of the existence of

totally real submanifolds which are always holomorphically convex.
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